Abstract. The lower critical field of the grains, Hc1, and the intragrain critical current density, Jc, were determined for the superconducting ruthenate-cuprate RuSr2Gd1.5Ce0.5Cu2O 10−δ [Ru-1222(Gd)] through a systematic study of the hysteresis in magnetoresistance loops. A reliable method, based on the effects of the magnetization of the grains on the net local field at the intergranular junctions is provided, circumventing the problem of the strong masking of the superconducting diamagnetic signal by the ferromagnetic background. The temperature dependency of Hc1 and Jc both exhibit a smooth increase on cooling without saturation down to T /TSC ∼ = 0. 
Introduction
Since the discovery of the so called magnetic superconductors RuSr 2 RCu 2 O 8 (Ru-1212) and RuSr 2 (R,Ce) 2 Cu 2 O 10−δ (Ru-1222), with R = Gd, Eu [1, 2] , considerable effort has been devoted to the understanding of the interplay between the ferromagnetic (FM) component, emerging from the long-range order of the Ru moments, and the onset of the superconducting (SC) state [3] . Among several important topics, the possibility of π-phase formation across the RuO 2 layers [4] [5] [6] , the itinerant or localized character of the magnetism of the Ru moments [7] [8] [9] , the magnetic phase separation scenario of nanoscale FM clusters with superconductivity nucleating only in the surrounding antiferromagnetic matrix [10, 11] , and the possibility of triplet paring [8] , have been considered to explain how this puzzling coexistence may occur. On the other hand, some important superconducting parameters have been less thoroughly investigated. Reports include the a e-mail: sgg@if.ufrj.br determination of the coherence length ξ and the higher critical field H c2 [12] [13] [14] , and the intragrain London penetration length λ L [11, [15] [16] [17] , and rough estimations of the lower critical field of the grains, H c1 [18] . In relation to the determination of H c1 , a diamagnetic signal has been observed in a few cases at the low field range of the M (H) magnetization loops in Ru-1222, with a negative minimum at about 25 Oe [18] and 50 Oe [19, 20] .
There are also fewer studies on relevant intrinsic superconducting properties, such as the intragrain critical current density, J c [21] , mainly because the strong FM contribution to the magnetization from the Ru sublattice makes impracticable the use of the magnetic hysteresis loops to determine both H c1 and J c . In the present study we overcome this intrinsic difficulty and present a reliable method to determine these magnitudes and their temperature dependencies in Ru-1222(Gd), through a systematic study of the hysteresis in the isotemperature magnetoresistance R(H) curves. Since no single crystals are available for this compound, polycrystalline materials were used in the present investigation. Two different Ru-1222(Gd) samples were studied, obtained under different partial 
Experimental
Polycrystalline RuSr 2 Gd 1.5 Ce 0.5 Cu 2 O 10−δ was prepared by conventional solid-state reaction using an oxygen flow in the final heat treatment. The room temperature X-ray diffraction pattern corresponds to Ru-1222(Gd), with no spurious lines. Scanning electron microscopy revealed a dense grain packing, with an average grain size d ∼ = 0.5−1 µm. More details on sample preparation and microstructure can be found elsewhere [22] . After characterization, the as-prepared (asp) sample was annealed for 24 h at 600
• C under 50 atm of pure oxygen [high oxygen pressure (hop) sample]. Magnetotransport and ac magnetic susceptibility measurements [22] reproduce the behavior of good quality samples [8] . Bars of ∼ =10 mm in length and 0.6 mm 2 cross sectional area were cut from the sintered pellet. The resistance was measured with a standard four contacts probe using a Quantum Design PPMS system, at T = 7.5, 8, 9, 10, 11.25, 12.5, and 15 K for the asp sample; the hop sample was also measured at 8.5 K. A large number of R(H) curves were collected for each temperature to accurately follow the different characteristic regimes found in the magnetoresistance response (as described below), and to warrant a reliable quantitative determination of the fields at which the transition from one regime to another occur. The most relevant experimental parameter varied experimentally is the maximum applied field within the R(H) curves, H max , which ranged from a few tens of Oe up to 60 kOe.
Results
In order to characterize the transport behavior of the studied samples we initially measured the temperature dependence of the resistivity. It is clear from the data shown in Figure 1 that oxygenation under pressure strongly reduces the absolute resistivity values, enlarges the linear behavior of the normal-state region, and reduces the width of the SC transition. In addition, the superconducting transition temperature, T SC ∼ = 45 K, as determined from the peaks in the derivative of the resistivity for the as prepared (asp) sample, increases by approximately 3 K in the hop sample. These features agree with previous reports in good quality materials [7, 8] < 100 Oe; b) an interval of reversible dissipation up to an irreversible field H irr , from about 150 Oe to 1500 Oe for the asp sample and up to 3000 Oe for the hop sample; c) an H max -dependent hysteretic behavior, and d) an hysteretic response independent of H max . Figure 2 shows selected magnetoresistance hysteresis loops for the hop sample with H max = 5000 Oe, measured at T = 7.5 and 10 K, normalized to the R(H max ) values. For each temperature, loops similar in shape but broader were obtained for the asp sample. In the hysteretic region the resistance curves measured with decreasing external field, R(H ↓), are always below the corresponding virgin curves,
R(H ↑), measured with increasing field. When the difference ∆R(H) = R(H ↑) − R(H ↓)
is plotted, a peak is always obtained at a certain intermediary value of the applied field, H ext . With the rise in H max , the peak gradually
